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Name Symbol  Factor  To convert to 

standard units: 

Tera T 1012 × by 
1,000,000,000,000 

Giga G 109 × by 1,000,000,000 

Mega M 106 × by 1,000,000 

kilo k  103 × by 1,000 

    

centi c 10-2 ÷ by 100 

milli m 10-3 ÷ by 1,000 

micro μ 10-6 ÷ by 1,000,000 

nano n 10-9 ÷ by 1,000,000,000 
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What is energy? 

Energy is actually surprisingly difficult to define. This doesn’t stop physicists 

being interested in it, however. Whenever something happens, anywhere in 

the universe, energy is transferred. Objects can store energy because of 

something they are doing, such as moving, or something that has happened 

to them, such as being stretched or lifted up high. Objects can be said to store 

energy related to how hot they are, and (separately) related to the chemical 

properties of their constituent molecules.  

The reason that physicists are so interested in energy is that it can be 

calculated using formulas. What’s more, the total amount of energy in the 

universe is a constant: it will always stay the same, no matter what happens. 

This allows us to make predictions, helping us to understand things as diverse 

as the Big Bang, black holes,  F1 car design and phone battery life. 

 

There are 9 formulas related to energy: 

 

EGP = mgh 

EK = 1/2mv2 

W = Fd 

Estart = Eend 

EE = 1/2ke2 

E = mcΔθ 

E = VQ 

P = E/t 

Efficiency = useful out/ total in  

 

We will study these formulas, and the relationship between them, throughout 

this unit. 
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Gravitational potential energy store 

When any object with mass is in a gravitational field (but not at the centre), 

gravitational energy is stored. The higher the object is, the greater the 

gravitational energy that is stored. You need to be able to remember and 

apply the formula: 

EGP = mgh 

Where GPE = gravitational potential energy 

store in J 

m = mass in kg 

g = gravitational field strength in N/kg. This is 

different for different planets. 

h = height above the ground in m.  

 

For example, the diagram shows a rock that 

has been lifted up. If this happened on Earth where g = 9.8N/kg, the 

gravitational potential energy store could be calculated by: 

 

EGP = mgh 

EGP = 75 x 9.8 x 4 = 2940 J 

 

Questions: 

1. Define gravitational potential energy store 

2. What does g measure? 

3. What will happen to GPE if you double the height of an object? 

4. Find the gravitational potential energy stored when an apple of mass 

0.23kg, 65m above the Earth’s surface. Assume g is 9.8 N/kg. 

5. A cable car of mass 4,500kg is suspended 1.2km above the Earth’s 

surface. Find the gravitational potential energy stored. Assume g = 9.8 

N/kg. 
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6. An astronaut lifts a golf ball 2.6m above the Moon’s surface. If the golf 

ball’s mass is 200g, find the gravitational potential energy stored. 

Assume g = 1.63 N/kg. 

7. A spaceship of mass 9,950kg lands at the top of a mountain 5.5km 

above Jupiter’s surface. Acceleration due to gravity on Jupiter is 24.5 

N/kg. Find the gravitational potential energy stored. 

8. An aeroplane flies over Britain at a height of 6.8km. If its mass is 

3,500kg, find the gravitational potential energy stored in kJ. 

9. A helicopter hovers 568m above a field and  96kJ of gravitational 

potential energy is stored. Assuming g = 9.8N/kg, find the helicopter’s 

mass.  

10. What is the mass of a rocket 5,000m above the Moon’s surface if  84kJ 

of gravitational potential energy is stored? Assume g on the Moon = 

1.63N/kg. 

11. A buzzard is flying 98m above the Earth’s surface. Assuming g = 

9.8N/kg, what is the mass of the buzzard if the gravitational potential 

energy stored is 5,403J? 

12. Find the mass of a peach where gravitational potential energy store 1.2J 

if it is hanging on a tree 90cm above the Earth’s surface. Assume g = 

9.8N/kg. 

13. A blimp is travelling above the surface of Jupiter at a height of 3.9km. 

Assuming g on Jupiter is 24.5N/kg, find the mass of the blimp if its 

gravitational potential energy store is 2.8MJ. 

14. A helicopter of mass 6500kg has gravitational potential energy stored 

48,900J. Find its height above the Earth’s surface. Assume g = 9.8N/kg. 

15. Find the height of a crow of mass 860g flying above the Earth’s surface 

if the gravitational potential energy stored is 5,643J. Assume g= 

9.8N/kg. 

16. What height must we raise a block of mass 57kg above the surface of 

the Moon in order to cause 2,445J of gravitational potential energy to 

be stored. Assume g on the Moon is 1.63N/kg. 

17. A mosquito has mass 0.04g and gravitational potential energy stored 

80,075J. Find its height above the Earth’s surface. Take g as 9.8N/kg. 

18. A space probe has 5,008J of gravitational potential energy stored and a 

mass of 78kg. Find its height above Jupiter’s surface. Assume g = 

24.5N/kg  
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Kinetic energy store 

Any object that has mass and is moving has a kinetic energy store. We can 

calculate kinetic energy store using the formula: 

KE = ½mv2 

 where KE = kinetic energy store in J, m = mass in kg and v = velocity in m/s. 

Velocity is used instead of speed in these questions. 

 

You will find it helpful to use “0.5” in your calculator for “½”, and to find v2 

before the rest of your calculation, or use the brackets buttons. 

Worked  examples: 

1. Find the kinetic energy store of an object of mass 4kg and velocity 3m/s. 

Ek = ½mv2 

Ek = 0.5 x 4 x (32) 

     = 0.5  x 4  x 9  

= 18J 
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2. Find the mass of an object with a kinetic energy store of 200J if its 

velocity is 4m/s. 

KE = ½mv2 

We need to make m the subject: 

 

 

m = 25kg. 
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3. Calculate the velocity of an object of mass 15kg with a kinetic energy 

store of 80J. 

We need to make v the subject: 

 

 

v = 3.27m/s 
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Questions:  

1. Define kinetic energy store. 

2. What is the formula for kinetic energy store? 

3. Why does a train waiting at a station have 0 kinetic energy store? 

4. Why does a lorry travelling at 30mph have more KE than a car travelling 

at the same velocity? 

5. A ball is moving with a velocity of 5m/s. Its mass is 0.2kg. Calculate its 

kinetic energy store. 

6. A rocket of mass 2800kg travels at 1.4km/s. What is its kinetic energy 

store? 

7. A cannonball of mass 8.5kg moves at 3389m/s. Find the kinetic energy 

store of the cannonball.  

8. A car of mass 78950kg has a velocity of 287m/s. What is its KE? 

9. Find the kinetic energy store of an eagle of mass 0.9kg travelling with a 

velocity of 18m/s. 

10. If a moon of mass 9800kg orbits at a velocity of 600m/s, what is its 

kinetic energy store? 

11. Find the kinetic energy store of a plane of mass 5665kg flying at 

490m/s. 

12. If a trampolinist has KE of 8500J and a mass of 65kg, what velocity is he 

travelling at? 

13. A tossed pancake has a mass of 0.05kg and kinetic energy store of 27J. 

What is the velocity of the pancake? 

14. A sneezed snot droplet has a mass of 0.7g. Find its kinetic energy store 

when it is moving at 14m/s. 

15. An alien spacecraft flies past the Earth at 28000m/s. What is its mass 

given that it has 786500J of kinetic energy store? 

16. A bullet of mass 0.012kg has 140J of kinetic energy store. What is its 

velocity? 

17. A motorbike has 657800J of KE and a velocity of 70m/s. What is its 

mass? 

18. Find the velocity of a cyclist with mass 158kg and 4.7kJ of kinetic energy 

store. 
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Conservation of energy 

One of the most important laws of physics is the law of conservation of 

energy. This states that the total amount of energy in the universe is constant: 

(The total energy in the universe is ~3x10400J.) It is rare for scientists to want to 

do calculations involving the whole universe: usually we want to look at a 

much smaller object or group of objects, such as a car, a skilift or a crane. We 

can still use the principle of conservation of energy in these situations. In 

reality of course, energy moves around the whole universe. But physicists’ 

calculations are a lot easier if we pretend that energy stays trapped in the 

small area we are looking at – imagine a box around the objects we are 

considering, that does not allow energy to move in or out. We can then make 

adjustments to our calculations afterwards. We call the contents of this 

imaginary box a closed system.  

A closed system is an object or group of objects that energy cannot leave or 

enter. 

In reality, there is only one truly closed system and that is the universe: but 

closed systems are a useful idea nonetheless.  

 

Questions 

1. What is the definition of a closed system? 

2. State the law of conservation of energy 

For the next set of questions, assume the objects in the question constitute a 

closed system: 

3. An apple in a tree has a gravitational store of 8J. As it falls, it accelerates 

constantly until it hits the ground. What is the apple’s maximum kinetic 

store? Explain your answer. 

4. A child at the top of a slide has a gravitational store of 1800J. What is 

the child’s maximum kinetic store as he slides down? Explain your 

answer. 
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5. A bouncing ball has 50J of kinetic energy as it leaves the ground. What 

is its maximum gravitational store when it reaches its highest point? 

Explain your answer. 

6. A cannonball is shot straight up from a cannon with an initial kinetic 

store of 7000J. What is its maximum gravitational energy when it 

reaches its highest point? Explain your answer.  

7. A brick of mass 4kg is held at a height of 12m in a gravitational field of 

9.8N/kg. Find the maximum kinetic energy of the brick just before it hits 

the ground. 

8. A bird in the sky has a mass of 2.5kg and is flying at a height of 220m in 

a gravitational field of 9.8N/kg. If a hunter shoots the bird, find its 

maximum kinetic energy just before it hits the ground. 

9. If the bird gets stuck in a tree 10m above the ground, what will be its 

maximum kinetic energy just before it hits the tree? 

10.  A kangaroo of mass 90kg jumps with an initial velocity of 5m/s. What is 

the maximum gravitational energy of the kangaroo when it reaches its 

highest point? 

11.  A bouncing golf ball of mass 200g leaves the ground with an initial 

velocity of 3m/s. What is the maximum gravitational store of the ball 

when it reaches its highest point? 

12. A cannonball of mass 25kg is fired straight up at an initial velocity of 

8m/s. The gravitational field strength is 9.8m/s. What is the maximum 

height it can reach? 

13.  An alien of mass 180kg jumps straight up with an initial velocity of 

2.4m/s. If the gravitational field strength is 8.7N/kg, what is the 

maximum height reached? 

14. The table shows values for a stone of mass 0.4kg, dropped from a 

height of 4m. Complete the table, then describe and explain the 

relationship between the stone’s GPE and KE. Assume gravitational field 

strength is 9.8N/kg. Assume a closed system and that no energy is lost 

due to friction. 

Height 

(m) 

4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 

GPE (J)      

KE (J)      
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Dissipation 

Whenever energy is transferred, some is transferred to the thermal store of the 

surroundings. This is called dissipation.  

An apple with gravitational energy 7J falling from a tree has to push past 

molecules in the air on its way down. The friction between the apple and the 

air causes some energy to be transferred to the thermal store of the air. We 

say that some of the apple’s energy store has been dissipated. 

This means that the maximum kinetic energy of the apple just before it hits 

the ground will be less than 7J. Because of the law of conservation of energy, 

the total amount of energy is still 7J – but it is split between the apple’s kinetic 

store and the thermal store of the air. If 0.5J is transferred to the air, the 

maximum kinetic store of the apple will be 6.5J. 

 

Questions 

1. Define dissipation. 

2. In the apple example above, some of the apple’s energy is dissipated. 

Explain what this means. 

3. A rock on the edge of a cliff has a gravitational store of 65J. It falls off 

and accelerates towards the ground below. Just before it hits the 

ground, its kinetic energy store is 61J. Explain why. 

4. A bat flying in the sky has a gravitational store of 26J. It suddenly dies 

and falls down to the ground. Just before the bat hits the ground, it has 

a kinetic store of 23J. Explain why.  

5. A bullet is shot straight up from a gun with an initial kinetic store of 32J. 

When it reaches its highest point before falling back down, it has a 

gravitational store of 31.8J. Explain why. 
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Work done 

Whenever a force causes an object to move, energy is transferred. Examples 

include: lifting a rock to a higher height; pushing a box along the ground. 

Physicists have a special name for this type of energy: we call it “work done”. 

Work done = energy transferred (because of a force causing an object to 

move) 

 

W = fd 

Work done = force x distance 

J                       N            m  

Work done is measured in J because it is just another name for energy. 

When an object is lifted, work is done against gravity (and a bit of air 

resistance) to move the object. Energy is transferred to the object’s 

gravitational store (and a bit to the thermal store of the air.) 

When a box is pushed or dragged along a horizontal surface, work is done 

against friction to move the object. Energy is transferred to the thermal store 

of the box and the surface (and then to the surrounding air).  

Questions 

1. Define “work done”. 

2. Give the formula for work done 

3. Give the unit for work done 

4. What is work done just another name for?  

5. If a force of 8N is used to lift a box 34m, how much work is done on the 

box? What is the maximum gravitational store of the box at this height?  

6. The true value for the gravitational store of the box will be less than the 

value you gave for the previous question. Explain why. 

7. A woman uses a force of 64N is used to drag a sledge a distance of 

3,450m, how much work is done on the sledge? 

8. When the woman stops pulling, the sledge stops moving, Where has the 

energy gone? 
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Elastic potential energy store 

 

When we stretch an object such as a spring, we give it a store of elastic 

potential energy. We can calculate it using the equation: 

   

This formula is on the formula 

sheet.  

The extension of a spring is 

the extra length it has been 

stretched – not the total 

length. 

The spring constant tells us 

how stiff the spring is: A high k 

means you have to use a lot of 

energy to stretch the spring. 

 

 Questions 

1. Define elastic potential energy store 

2. When we stretch a spring, what factors affect how much elastic potential 

energy is stored in it? 

3. Do you need to know the total length of the spring to calculate the 

elastic potential energy store? Why/Why not? 

4. Which spring is easier to stretch: A spring with k = 0.5N/m or a spring 

with k = 40N/m? Why? 

5. What does “extension of a spring” measure? 

6. What does “spring constant” measure? 

7. A spring of spring constant = 2N/m is stretched 3 meters. What is its 

elastic potential energy store? 
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8. Helen stretches a spring 6 meters. If its spring constant is 5N/m, how 

much elastic potential energy does it now store? 

9. A spring in a church clock has a spring constant of 12N/m. How much 

work must be done on the spring in order to stretch it 4.8m? 

10. If the extension of a trampoline spring is 0.3m, and its spring constant is 

1.8 N/m, how much work has been done on the spring? 

11. What is the elastic potential energy store of a spring of spring constant 

6.5 N/m when it is stretched 9m? 

12. Ash stretches a spring 11.2m. The spring constant is 3.9 N/m. How much 

elastic potential energy is stored? 

13. Find the elastic potential energy stored in a spring of spring constant 75 

N/m if it is extended 40m? 

14. Find the extension of a spring of spring constant 12 N/m if the elastic 

potential energy store stored is 400J. 

15. A spring in a car’s suspension has elastic potential energy store 36J. If 

the spring constant is 8 N/m, find the extension. 

 

16. A giant spring has spring constant 400 N/m and elastic potential energy 

store 96kJ. Calculate its extension. 

17. Find the spring constant of a spring which stores 1224J of elastic strain 

energy when extended by 4.4m. 

18. What is the spring constant of a spring which has 18J of elastic strain 

energy when the extension is 1.4km? 

19. How far must a spring of spring constant 2.5 N/m be extended in order 

to store 168J of elastic strain energy? 

20. A stretched spring has 180J of elastic energy store. When it is released it 

snaps back. Its highest kinetic energy as it snaps back is 176.8J. Explain 

why.  

21. A trampolinist jumps onto a trampoline and has a kinetic store of 2,300J 

just before she hits the trampoline. At the trampoline’s maximum 

extension it has an elastic store of 2,179J. Explain why.  
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Specific Heat Capacity 

Which has more heat energy: an iceberg or 

a steaming cup of tea?  

The iceberg actually has more heat energy. 

This is because heat energy is the total 

kinetic energy store of all the particles in a 

system. Temperature is the average kinetic 

energy store of the particles in a system. So 

the cup of tea has a higher temperature as 

its particles are moving faster, but because 

it has so few particles compared to the 

iceberg, the total KE is lower.   

 

Different materials have different relationships between heat energy and 

temperature. This relationship is called their specific heat capacity. It is given 

by the formula: 

 

Which is given on your formula sheet. 
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Consider two blocks of metal of equal mass: 

 

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

If we add the same amount of heat energy to each block, they will respond in 

different ways. If we add 500J of heat energy to each, for example, 

 

 

 

The temperature increase will be higher for the gold than for the copper. It 

takes the gold less energy to increase its temperature by 1ᵒC (126J) than it 

takes copper to do the same (386J). 

 

 

So gold is “easier to heat up” because it has a lower specific heat capacity. In 

other words, it takes less energy (126J) to raise the temp of 1kg of gold by 1ᵒC.  

This leads us to the definition of specific heat capacity:  

The specific heat capacity of a substance is the amount of energy 

required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of the substance by 

one degree Celsius. 

Gold  

Specific heat capacity = 126 

J/kgᵒC 

Mass of block = 1.0kg 

 

Copper 

Specific heat capacity = 

386J/kgᵒC 

Mass of block = 1.0kg         

 

 Change in thermal energy = 

500J 

 Change in thermal energy = 

500J 

Change in temp = 3.97ᵒC Change in temp = 1.30ᵒC 
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Another way of looking at the example above is: If you wanted to raise the 

temperature of both blocks by the same amount, you would have to add 

roughly 3 times as much heat energy to the copper block as to the gold one. 

 

If we look at the term “specific heat capacity” we can think about its meaning: 

“Specific” means unique to that substance: e.g. gold has its own SHC, so does 

water, so does granite, etc. 

“Heat” means   thermal energy. 

“Capacity” means internal space for something. 

So together these words mean something like “how much space is there inside 

1kg of this particular material for heat energy before it shows itself as a rise in 

temperature”. If there is lots of space then the temperature won’t rise much 

when you add heat energy. 

 

Questions: 

1. Define specific heat capacity. 

2. What does it mean if a substance A has a higher specific heat capacity 

than substance B? 

3. What is the difference between heat and temperature? 

4. Consider 4kg of copper and 4kg of gold, both at 50ᵒC. Which one 

contains the most heat energy? 

 

 

5. Find the change in thermal energy for 3.4kg of bismuth if its 

temperature is raised by 14ᵒC. The specific heat capacity of bismuth is 

123J/kgᵒC. 

6. A block of silver of mass 12.5kg is heated to raise its temperature by 

37ᵒC. Find the thermal energy required. The specific heat capacity of 

silver is 233J/kgᵒC. 
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7. A tungsten wire of mass 0.04kg experiences an increase in temperature 

of 260ᵒC. Find the thermal energy increase. The specific heat capacity of 

tungsten is 134J/kgᵒC. 

8. A refrigeration unit cools water of mass 14.8kg by 19ᵒC. Find the thermal 

energy removed from the water. The specific heat capacity of water is 

4186J/kgᵒC. 

9. A block of granite of mass 368kg is heated from 22ᵒC to 45ᵒC. Find the 

energy transferred to the block. The specific heat capacity of granite is 

790J/kgᵒC. 

10. To heat the water in a  tank from 50°C to 58°C an immersion 

heater transfers 4032 kJ of energy to the water. Calculate the mass 

of water in the tank. The specific heat capacity of water = 

4200 J/kg°C  

11. A block of glass is heated to increase its temperature by 

19ᵒC. 15800J of energy is transferred to the block. Find the mass of 

the block. The specific heat capacity of glass is 840J/kgᵒC. 

12. A heated copper pan loses 5785J of energy to the 

surroundings when it cools from 150ᵒC to 30ᵒC. The specific heat 

capacity of copper is 386J/kgᵒC. Find the mass of the pan. 

13. Find the mass of a brass object which gains 387J of energy 

when its temperature is increased by 1.4ᵒC. The specific heat 

capacity of brass is 380J/kgᵒC. 

14. Find the mass of zinc needed to absorb 2300J of energy if it 

is heated from 50ᵒC to 61ᵒC. Zinc has a specific heat capacity of 

387J/kgᵒC 

15. A mass of 3.4kg of water gains 6800J of energy. The specific 

heat capacity of water is 4186J/kgᵒC. Find the temperature change. 

16. Lead has a specific heat capacity of 128 J/kgᵒC. Find the 

temperature change if a mass of 6.2kg of lead has 4500J of thermal 

energy added to it. 

17. Zinc has a specific heat capacity of 387J/kgᵒC. A student uses 

a Bunsen flame to add 2980J of energy to a 0.5kg piece of zinc. 

Calculate the temperature change. 
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18. A student has a mass of 3.6kg of mercury. She adds 450J of 

thermal energy to it. Mercury has a specific heat capacity of 

140J/kgᵒC. By how much does the temperature of the mercury 

increase? 

19. 14kg of alcohol is heated in a tank. It gains 8765J of thermal 

energy. If the specific heat capacity of alcohol is 2400J/kgᵒC, what is 

the temperature change in the alcohol? 

20. A student has 3kg of copper at 25ᵒC. She adds 7654J of 

thermal energy. Find the final temperature of the copper. The 

specific heat capacity of copper is 386J/kgᵒC. 

21. A heated block of silver is cooled to 4ᵒC. It loses 5645J of 

thermal energy. If the mass of the block is 900g, find the starting 

temperature of the block. The specific heat capacity of silver is 

233J/kgᵒC. 

22. A teacher takes a piece of gold of mass 0.08kg and heats it 

to reach 450ᵒC. The gold gained 6700J of thermal energy. Find the 

starting temperature of the gold. The specific heat capacity of gold 

is 126 J/kgᵒC. 

23. The specific heat capacity of water is 4186J/kgᵒC. 67kg of 

water is given 5430J of energy. If the starting temperature of the 

water was 20.0ᵒC, find the end temperature of the water. 

24. The specific heat capacity of granite is 790J/kgᵒC. If a block 

of granite of mass 4.6kg is given 7650J of thermal energy and the 

starting temperature was 15ᵒC, find the end temperature of the 

block. 
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Investigation: Finding the SHC of a metal block (and variations) 

 

 

 

 

 

Method:  
 

1. Measure the mass of the block using digital scales 
2. Apply a layer of glycerine to the immersion heater and thermometer to 

ensure a good contact with the block. Place inside the block. 
3. Surround the block with insulation 
4. Connect the immersion heater in series with the joulemeter and power 

supply. 
5. Observe and record the starting temperature on the thermometer 
6. Switch on the immersion heater and wait until the temperature has 

increased by 1°C. 
7. Use the formula E = mcΔθ rearranged to c = E/mΔθ to calculate E. 
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Sources of error:  
Some energy will transferred to the glycerol, lagging and surroundings.  
Incomplete contact between heater and block and between thermometer and block 
 
 
Questions:  

1. Copy the diagram for this experiment 

2. Create a flow chart for the method 

3. What are the sources of error in this experiment? How could you 

minimise them?  

4. A student carries out an experiment to determine the specific heat 

capacity of aluminium. Draw, from memory, the equipment she should 

use. 

5. Describe, from memory, the method the student should use. 

6. The actual shc of aluminium is 900J/kg°C. The student’s results give a 

value of 952J/kg°C. Explain the discrepancy (difference). 

7. A student carried out an experiment to find out the energy being 

transferred by sunlight. She placed a dish of 100g (0.1kg) of water, 

surrounded on the sides and bottom, in sunlight. She then waited for 30 

minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The specific heat capacity of water is 4200J/kg°C. The starting temperature of 

the water was 21.3°C. The final temperature was 23.7°C. How much energy 

was transferred to the water?  

 

 

 

Energy transferred electrically 
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In an electric circuit or appliance, such as a kettle, electric current is used to 

transfer energy from the power supply to a component: 

In a kettle, energy is transferred to the thermal store of the heating element. 

(and then to the thermal store of the water, kettle body, and surroundings). 

In a blender, energy is transferred to the kinetic store of the motor and blades 

(and then to the thermal store of the surroundings). 

 

The  energy that has been transferred can be calculated using the formula: 

 

E = VQ 

Energy = potential difference x charge 

J                             V                     C 

 

These quantities are studied in the topic “Electricity”. 

 

Questions: 

 

1. An electric heater transfers 1400C of charge when using a 25V supply. 

Calculate the energy transferred. 

2. Find the energy transferred by a motor if 355C of charge are transferred 

when connected to a potential difference of 12V. 

3. An electric motor is connected to a 120V supply and 456C of charge 

pass through it. What is the energy transferred? 

4. A hairdryer transfers 325J of energy when connected to a 9V supply. 

Find the charge that has flowed through it. 

5. An electic heater is plugged into mains at 230V and transfers 1.6kJ of 

electricity. How much charge flows? 

6. Find the potential difference if a laptop transfers 60J of energy in 

moving 14C of charge. 
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7. A sewing machine transfers 235J of energy moving 25C of charge 

through its circuit. What potential difference is it using? 

8. A battery does 66J of work moving 18C of charge around. What is the 

potential difference of the battery?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the energy stores 

 

We have said that energy is stored in objects and transferred between them 

when things happen, We have studied four of the main energy stores: 

 

• Gravitational  

• Kinetic 

• Thermal (actually a special case of kinetic) 

• Elastic  

 

 

There are five other energy stores: 

 

• Chemical: energy stored in food + oxygen, fuel + oxygen, and batteries 

• Nuclear: energy stored in the atomic nucleus 

• Vibrational: energy stored in a vibrating object (actually another special 

case of kinetic!) 

• Electric: energy stored because of the position of two charges 

• Magnetic: energy stored because of the position of two magnets 

 

When discussing materials, scientists often talk about a tenth: 

 

• Internal energy  
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Which is the sum of the kinetic energy of the particles + the electric 

energy stored because of the arrangement of the particles 

 

 

Questions: 

 

Copy and complete the table:  
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Energy transfers 

We have said that whenever something happens, energy is transferred 

between stores. There are a number of ways in which energy can be 

transferred, depending on the situation. Energy can be transferred quickly or 

slowly: we quantify this rate of energy transfer with the quantity power: 

 

P = E/t 

Power = energy transferred / time 

W                    J                        s 

 

Energy can be transferred in the following ways: 

 

• Doing work mechanically on an object i.e. using a force to move it 

• Radiating waves e.g. emitting light, emitting sound 

• Passing electrical current through a circuit 

• Heating an object or substance 

 

Usually, doing work on an object will lead to some energy being transferred to 

the thermal store/s of the objects and surroundings.  

If you do mechanical work on a box by dragging it, you transfer energy from 

the chemical store in your muscle cells to the thermal store of the box, floor 

and surrounding air. 

If you shine radiation on an object, some will be absorbed, transferring energy 

to the thermal store of the object. 

If you pass electrical current through a component, energy will be transferred 

to the thermal store of the component. 

And of course if you heat an object then energy will be transferred to its 

thermal store. 
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Energy transfer is always measured in W because it happens over time.  

 

The diagram below helps to show how energy transfers relate to stores: 
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Questions: 

1. Copy and complete the table:  

 

Energy 

transferred 

by: 

Definition  Unit  Picture/example 

Doing work 

mechanically 

 

 

   

Radiating 

waves  

 

 

   

Passing 

electrical 

current 

 

   

Heating an 

object or 

substance 

 

   

 

2. In a remote control car, how is energy transferred from the chemical 

store in the battery to the kinetic store of the motor? 

3. A student lifts a box onto a shelf. How is energy transferred from the 

chemical store in the student’s muscle cells to the gravitational store of 

the lifted book? 

4. How is energy transferred from the nuclear store of the Sun to the 

thermal store of the Earth? 

5. Some campers heat a pan of water over a campfire. How is energy 

transferred from the chemical store of the wood to the thermal store of 

the water? 
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Writing about energy stores and transfers in events 

 

Physicists are interested in how energy is transferred when things happen. We 

can write descriptions of these energy changes by thinking about the 

following things: 

Where is the energy stored at the start of the event? 

Where is the energy stored at the end of the event? 

By what method/s is the energy transferred between these stores? 

Where does dissipation fit in? 

 

1. A bullet lodging in wood: 

• When the bullet is travelling, it has 

a _____________ store because it is 

moving.  

• When it hits the wood, the bullet 

does ___________work on the wood. 

• This transfers energy from the 

bullet’s ___________ store to the 

____________ store of the wood, 

bullet, and surroundings.  
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2.      An arrow being fired:                                                      

• At first, when the archer is pulling 

on the bow string, 

__________________________ 

• When the string is released, it 

does _________ work on the arrow. 

 

 

• Then, when the arrow is travelling 

through the air, 

___________________________________ 

 _________________________ 

   

Words to use: transferred, store, kinetic, elastic, stretched, mechanical, moving, 

dissipated
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An arrow being fired and landing in a target  

 

 

 

Describe the energy transfers in this scene. 
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3.  A boy falling on a trampoline (draw the bar models if it helps you): 

 

 

 

First, 

______________________________ 

Then, _____________________________ 

Finally, ____________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and is temporarily stationary 
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4. A wind-up car going up a ramp (draw the bar models if it helps you): 

When you wind up the toy, a spring inside is stretched. When 

released, the spring relaxes and this causes the car to move 

 

 

 

Describe the changes in energy stores. 

 

5. A jack-in-the-box (draw the bar models if it helps you): 

 

 

Describe the changes in energy stores. 
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6. A weight and a spring 

Describe the changes in energy stores. 

 

 

 

 

Power 

We have already seen that we can quantify the rate of energy transfer using 

the quantity “power”. Power is given by the formula: 

P = E/t 

Power = energy / time 

W               J            s 

 

Power is defined as “the rate of energy transfer”. 

1 watt is one joule per second. 
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Questions 

1. Define “power”. 

2. Define 1 watt. 

3. What formula links energy, power and time? 

4. An electric motor transfers 8 J of energy in  2.5 seconds. Calculate its 

power. 

5. A car transfers 5950J of energy in 35 seconds. Find the power of the car. 

6. A weightlifter gives a dumbbell 8900J of gravitational potential energy 

store in 1.2 seconds. What is the weightlifter’s power? 

7. Find the power of a lift that transfers 486J of energy in 36 seconds 

8. What is the power of an engine that does 9700J of work in 11 seconds? 

 

 

9. A student investigates an immersion heater of power 35W. Calculate the 

work done by the immersion heater if it is left on for 700 s. 

10. Calculate the time the heater was on for, if it transferred 18500J of 

energy to the system. 

11. A lorry contains an engine with a power of 42,000W. The lorry drives for 

15 seconds. Calculate the energy transferred. 

12. How long will it take for the lorry to transfer 850J of energy? 

13. Find the work done by an electric motor of power = 125W if it is 

switched on for 80s. 

14. How long will it take this motor to transfer 180J of energy? 

15. How much energy can be transferred by a motor of power 54W in 38 

seconds? 

16. Calculate the work done on a cart pulled by a tractor of power 8,050W 

in 400 seconds 

17. A tow-truck of power 35,870W pulls a broken-down car for 340s. What 

energy is transferred? 

18. A horse uses 18,750J of energy to pull a plough. If the power of the 

horse is 5,463W, find the time the plough was pulled. 

 

Extension 

1. How long will it take an electric motor of power 24W to lift 1.5kg 3.6m? 

Assume gravitational field strength is 9.8N/kg. 
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2. A motorcycle has a worn-out engine with a power of 1800W. It takes 12 

seconds to accelerate from rest to 15m/s. A mechanic replaces the 

engine with a similar one of 3600W. What will happen to the time the 

motorcycle takes to accelerate from 0-15m/s? 

3. A crane has a motor of power 150kW. Find the maximum mass the 

crane can lift 40m in 30 seconds. Assume gravitational field strength is 

9.8N/kg. 

4. How far can a motor of power 2.5kW pull a weight of 39N in 100s? 

Assume no energy is needed to overcome friction. 

5. A student has two different electric motors and would like to compare 

their power. Suggest an experiment to compare their power. 

 

 

 

 

Reducing Unwanted Energy Transfers 

 

Reducing unwanted energy transfers means that more of the input energy 

gets transferred to useful energy. This can benefit consumers as they can save 

money, and suppliers as they can offer their products more cheaply. It also 

benefits the environment as a lower energy input can mean less fossil fuel 

burned, or fewer raw materials used in e.g. battery manufacture. 

 

Ways of reducing unwanted energy transfer: 

Lubrication: In a car engine, moving parts have to do work against friction 

and waste energy as heat as a result of this. By adding lubrication to the 

moving parts, manufacturers can reduce the amount of friction and therefore 

reduce the unwanted energy transfer to heat. 

Thermal insulation: People heat their homes and places of work using e.g. 

gas central heating – but an unwanted energy transfer occurs when heat 

travels out of the building to heat the surroundings. We can reduce this 

unwanted energy transfer by using thermal insulation: for example, cavity wall 

insulation and foil loft insulation. 
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The best materials for thermal insulation have low thermal conductivity: for 

example, foam. The higher the thermal conductivity the higher the rate of 

energy transfer by the material. Metal, for example, has a high thermal 

conductivity and therefore transfers heat energy across it quickly. 

 

A building’s rate of cooling is affected by two factors:  

• Thickness of walls, floors and roof 

• Thermal conductivity of walls, floors and roof 

 

 

Questions:  

1. Why do people want to reduce unwanted energy transfers? 

2. Give an example of an unwanted energy transfer in a sewing machine 

3. Explain how unwanted energy transfer is reduced in engines 

4. Explain how unwanted energy transfer is reduced in heated buildings 

5. Relate thermal conductivity to rate of energy transfer 

6. How does the thickness of the walls affect a building’s rate of cooling? 

7. How does the thermal conductivity of the walls affect a building’s rate of 

cooling? 
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Efficiency 

Efficiency is a measure of how good an appliance, machine or power station is 

at transferring the input energy to the desired output energy. It tells us the 

proportion of input energy that is transferred to useful output energy. 

Whenever energy is transferred, some of the input energy is always transferred 

to wasted energy: it is impossible to achieve 100% efficiency. 

You need to memorise two equations on efficiency: 

 

These are really just two versions of the same equation:       efficiency = 

useful out/total in. 

 

Why do we want to know about 

efficiency? 

The picture shows two power stations. 

It is difficult to tell at first glance which 

one gives better value for money: 

Power station A produces more 

electricity but it needs more fuel in 

order to do so. The efficiency equation 

allows us to compare the two power 

stations:  

Power Station A:  

efficiency = useful output ÷ total input 

efficiency =      400  ÷  600 = 0.67 

Power Station B: 

efficiency = useful output ÷ total input 

efficiency = 380  ÷  540 = 0.70 

So we have found that Power Station B is the most efficient one. 
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Changing the subject 

Example: A lightbulb with efficiency 0.45 emits 650W of light. What is the 

power input required? 

Total input = useful output ÷  efficiency 

Total input =    650     ÷     0.45   = 1444.4W 

 

HT: Increasing efficiency 

If we want to increase efficiency, 

we need to turn some of the 

wasted energy output into useful 

energy output. 

 CHP (Combined Heat and Power) 

power stations do this by 

condensing the steam to hot water 

after it has turned the turbine, and pumping the hot water to nearby homes to 

be used for heating, rather than cooling it down at the power station before 

reusing it. 

 

Modern condensing boiler heaters for homes use vapour created from heating 

water to pre-heat the cold water entering the boiler. 

 

Questions: 

1. What does the efficiency of an appliance tell us?  

2. What are the two equations for efficiency?  

3. Why would a more efficient motor give a car a higher top speed?  

4. Why would more efficient light bulbs lead to a cheaper electricity bill?  

5. What are the environmental arguments for developing more efficient 

appliances?  

6. HT: Draw a flow chart to explain how a CHP power station works  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjlqPCCy4zQAhUHPhQKHU5gCvQQjRwIBw&url=http://www.bioenergyprof.eu/courses/FOREST/html-format/04-00_text.html&psig=AFQjCNG_75TJo1Wb3iV3af5zbuzAClzO4Q&ust=1478262456398458
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7. HT: Explain why CHP power stations and condensing boilers are more 

efficient than their traditional counterparts  

 

 

8. A lightbulb uses 470J of energy and produces 180J of heat and 290J of 

light. Calculate the efficiency of the lightbulb. 

9. A power station uses 1900J of fuel and produces 1250J of electricity. 

Calculate the efficiency of the power station. 

10. A loudspeaker uses 400W of power and produces 325W of sound, 

wasting 75W in thermal energy. Find the efficiency of the loudspeaker. 

11. Find the efficiency of a car that uses 3890J of fuel to generate 2650J of 

kinetic energy store. 

12. What is the efficiency of a lorry that produces 5780J of kinetic energy 

store by burning 7850J of fuel? 

13. A power station has efficiency 0.85. How much electricity is generated 

from 5000J of fuel? 

14. A solar panel has efficiency of 0.32. If 870J of light fall on it, how much 

electricity is produced?  

15. A car has efficiency 0.34. Find its kinetic energy store when it burns 

4600J of petrol. 

16. A lightbulb has efficiency 0.85. Calculate the power of the light 

produced when 600W of electricity is input. 

17. Find the kinetic energy store of a lorry with efficiency 0.40 when it burns 

10,000J of diesel. 

18. A power station has efficiency 0.63. How much chemical energy must be 

burned in order to produce 850J of electricity? 

19. A solar panel has efficiency 0.51. How much light energy needs to fall on 

it so that electricity output is 12J? 

20. A car has efficiency 0.75 and kinetic energy store of 1200J. What is the 

energy value of the petrol burned to give this output? 

21. A lorry has efficiency 0.24 and a kinetic energy store output of 5000J. 

Calculate the energy value of the fuel burned. 

22. A lightbulb has efficiency 0.55 and a light output of 18W. Calculate the 

power input. 
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Extension 

1. An electric heater consumes 960J of electricity. 180J of this is used to 

heat the internal parts of the heater. The remainder goes to heat the 

room. Calculate the heater’s efficiency. 

2. An electric motor uses 2.4 x 108 J of electrical energy to give a weight 

1.8 x 107 J of gravitational potential energy store. Find the efficiency of 

the motor. 

3. A lightbulb emits 3000J of light energy over a 20 second period. If the 

lightbulb’s efficiency is 0.4, calculate the power input. 

4. A pump uses petrol to pump water from a well 200m deep. Energy per 

gram of petrol = 48 x 103J/g. If the pump has efficiency 0.6, how much 

petrol is needed to raise 2kg of water? 

5. A pulley system is used to lift different weights a height of 3m. The 

results are shown below: 

 

Weight 

lifted (N) 

25 75 130 180 230 

Theoretical 

work done 

(J) 

     

Actual 

work done 

to lift (J) 

179 357 542 720 885 

Efficiency      

 

a. Complete the table 

b. Draw a graph of efficiency against load 

c. Estimate the weight lifted when efficiency is 0.3 

 

 

 

Essay 

CHP power stations use the heat in the condensed steam to heat local houses. 

Evaluate the desirability of CHP power stations compared to traditional power 

stations. Include example calculations in your answer. (6) 
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Energy resources 

Humans rely on energy resources for heating, transport and electricity 

production: 

• Heating – burning wood or gas in houses; electric heaters 

• Transport – burning fuel in car engines; electric cars 

• Electricity production: generators that turn using either steam from 

burning fuel, or using kinetic energy from nature; solar radiation 

 

The availability of these resources now and in the future is an important 

scientific, economic, and political issue.  

 

• Fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) 

These are the main source of energy for transport, heating and electricity 

production today. They are used because they are relatively cheap and 

reliable. They are reliable because a steady supply of fuel is available. However, 

they are non-renewable and will run out in approximately 50 years’ time. 

Furthermore, they all produce the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide when 

burned. In addition, burning coal produces sulphur dioxide which causes acid 

rain and respiratory problems. 

 

• Nuclear fuels (uranium and plutonium) 

Nuclear fuels are not burned like normal fuels. Instead they undergo nuclear 

reactions which produces a lot of heat. This allows them to be used in power 
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stations to produce electricity. This is more expensive than using fossil fuels, 

although it is reliable due to a consistent availability of nuclear fuel. Nuclear 

fuels are non-renewable, but they will last for longer, approximately 80 years. 

Nuclear power creates toxic waste that is difficult to dispose of and carries a 

risk of contaminating the surroundings in the event of an accident. Scientists 

hope to find a way to carry out cold fusion, which could last for millions of 

years, and would not have the same issues with waste and contamination. 

However to date, cold fusion has not been successful. 

 

• Biofuels (wood, manure, bioethanol etc) 

Biofuels are fuels that are produced from living things in the present day. They 

store chemical energy and can be burned in power stations to produce 

electricity, and in houses for heating. Some biofuels such as bioethanol can be 

used in vehicle engines. Biofuels are renewable: they can be replenished while 

they are being used. For example, wood is grown as a biofuel, and while it is 

being used, more wood can be grown. Biofuels are a reliable source of energy 

as a consistent supply is easy to achieve. At first glance biofuels look like a 

panacea, but it is more complicated than it may seem at first. Despite taking 

carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere in their production, biofuels do add it 

during their combustion, contributing to global warming. What’s more, land 

that is used for growing biofuels cannot be used for growing food – this is 

hard to justify where there are food shortages. 

 

 

• Geothermal power  

Geothermal power stations work in a similar way to boiler power stations in 

that they use steam to turn a turbine attached to a generator. However, 

instead of using a fuel to heat water in a boiler, water is pumped into a shaft 

drilled into the earth. High temperatures below ground heat the water, which 

can then be converted to steam to drive the turbine and so the generator. This 

is a renewable energy source with no emissions but is limited to those areas 

with sufficient temperatures close to the Earth’s surface, such as Scandinavia. 
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• Wind power 

Wind can be used to generate electricity. This is a renewable resource with 

zero emissions. Wind turbines have a much smaller generator which is turned 

when the blades are blown round by the wind. One significant drawback to 

wind power is that it only works when the wind is blowing. Consumers need 

electricity all the time so wind power alone would not be reliable enough. 

Such a consideration is, however, purely academic as wind turbines are highly 

inefficient and would never be able to provide more than a fraction of the 

power demanded. Wind turbines also harm birds and some people object to 

their effect on the landscape.  
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• Hydroelectric power 

In a hydroelectric power station, water is 

collected in a reservoir (artificial lake). It is 

allowed to flow out of the lake due to the 

force of gravity, flowing past a turbine and 

causing it to turn a generator. This is a 

renewable energy source with zero 

emissions. Its disadvantages are primarily 

that damming for a reservoir can disrupt 

the local ecosystems, and that it is less efficient than burning fossil fuels. In 

addition, it can only be used in areas with a suitable geography and climate. 

 

 

• Tidal power 

 

To generate electricity from tidal power, turbines are set up in the sea so that 

incoming and outgoing tides will turn them in order to turn a generator. These 

have the advantage of being renewable 

with zero emissions, but it is expensive, 

can only be used in certain places, and 

does not provide a constant source of 

power. 
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• Wave power 

Wave power uses waves to push air 

inside a column in order to turn a 

turbine attached to a generator. Wave 

power is another renewable energy 

source with zero emissions, but again it 

is only suitable for certain locations 

and it is relatively inefficient.  

 

 

 

• Solar power 

 

The sun’s rays can be used both for heating and the production of electricity. 

In theory, this latter use can be applied to transport, although this has yet to 

be done at scale. Solar power has the advantages of being renewable and that 

it does not produce greenhouse gases. However it is unreliable as it is 

dependent on low cloud, and it is currently low in efficiency.  
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Task: Copy and complete the table. Then cover the table and summarise from 

memory. 

 

 

 

Patterns and trends in use of energy resources 

The chart below shows how the global use of energy resources has changed 

since 1800: 
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Questions: 

1. When did the use of energy resources begin to increase? 

2. What was the cause of this increase?  

3. How has the use of renewables compared with the use of non-

renewables? Give two differences and one similarity 

4. What do you predict the use of global energy resources will be like in 

2050? Justify your answer. 

5. The graph shows the global figures – individual countries will have 

different figures. Explain why. 

 

 

 

 

Science and society 

 

Science uses evidence from experiment and observation to tell us about 

things in the world (such as global warming), and it can inform 

technology (such as solar cells). But science can’t tell us what we should 

do in a certain situation. Take, for example, the question “How should 

the government plan for energy use?” – one could argue that the 

government should invest in solar and wind power, but there are other 

considerations. All governments have a finite amount of money, and 

they are under pressure to keep voters and industry leaders happy. In 

policy decisions, as well as scientific facts, economic, political, and 

ethical issues must be considered. 

 

“How quickly will the investment be paid back through production and 

taxation?” → this is an economic concern (to do with money). 

 

 “How much should be invested in energy and how much should go to, 

for example, the NHS or the armed forces?” → This is a political concern 

(to do with what policies will be favoured by the electorate). 

 

“Is it ethical to burn fuels that could have dire consequences for future 

generations when climate change brings floods and diseases?” → This is 

an ethical concern (to do with what is morally right). 
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Questions 

1. What kind of thing can science tell us? 

2. What kind of thing can science not tell us? 

3. Define a scientific issue and give an example. 

4. Define an economic issue and give an example. 

5. Define a political issue and give an example. 

6. Define an ethical issue and give an example. 

7. A politician says “This power station releases 800tonnes of carbon 

dioxide into the air each year. It must be closed down.”  

Which part of this claim can science prove or disprove? What sort of 

thing would scientists do in order to prove or disprove this? 
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